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Introduction about Web-applications: 

 What is web application 

 Architecture of web application 

 What are the Requirements to Design a web application 

Introduction about Framework: 

 What is Framework 

 What are the advantages of Framework 

 List of python web related Frameworks 

Introduction about Django: 

 What is Django 

 History of Django 

 What are the Features of Django 

 Introduction to MVT Design pattern 

 Architecture of Django 

Django Environment setup: 

Working with Django framework what are the pre-requisites we are needed. 

 Python 

 IDE's 

 Virtual Environment 

 Django 

Structure of the project: 

 How to create a project 

 Describe project structure 

 How to create a application for project 

 Describe application structure 

 How to Run the project 

View: 

 what is view 

 what is Http 

 what is HttpRequest 

 what is HttpResponse 

 what are HttpRequest methods 

 what are the difference between GET( ) and Post( )  

 what is csrf_token 

 Types of views 
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 what is Function Based view 

 what are the limitations in Function Based view 

 what is Class Based view 

 what is MIME, 

 What are the available MIME types? 

Template: 

 what is template, 

 what is variable, 

 what is template tag, 

 what are the available template languages, 

 what is filter, 

 what is the purpose of filter, 

 what are the available template filters  

Model: 

 what is model 

 what are the available fields in model 

 what is model relationship 

 what are the types of model relationships 

Migrations in Django: 

 what is migration, 

 what are the reason to create migration 

 how to create migration 

Django ORM: 

 what is ORM 

 Performing CURD operations 

 database access through managers 

 what is Query Set 

 what is lookup 

 what are the available Django Field lookups 

Django Admin: 

 how to communicate Django Adminsite 

 how to create our own Adminsite 

 how to add our model into Django Adminsite 

 how to customizing Django Adminsite 

 what are the available ModelAdmin Attributes? 
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Forms: 

 what is form 

 what are the available fields in forms 

 what are the form field attributes 

 how to perform form validation 

 what is ModelForm 

 why we use meta class inside the ModelForm in django 

Cookies: 

 why we are using cookie 

 what is cookie 

 how to create a cookie 

 how to read the cookie 

 how to delete the cookie 

 what are the problems in cookie 

Session: 

 what is session 

 what is the purpose of session 

 how  to set session 

 how  to read the session data 

 how  to delete the session data 

 

 How to uploading a file through Django 

 How to working with static files 

 How to applying the bootstrap 

 How to sending an email through Django 

 How to working with CSV files 

 How to working with PDF files 

 How to deploy the project into git-hub 

 


